Newly Released Video Provides Information
On Medicare Supplement Insurance Agents &
Brokers
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Tripp Jordan, founder of Medicare For Her in Cornelius, North Carolina, has announced the release of
a new video on YouTube. The video is directed towards women and offers information and answers
questions about Medicare and specifically, choosing an agent or broker to work with when
considering Medicare supplement insurance. The video can be seen at
https://youtu.be/O3Byz0OAdF4.
"Women need to understand the Medicare system and how it works," says Jordan. "Our goal is to
help women throughout North Carolina to find the right coverage, the right supplemental coverage,
and the right agent or agency to work with to choose this coverage."
The video, which can also be accessed through the company's official website at
http://www.medicareforher.com/medicare-insurance-agents/, gives pertinent information and tips on
how to choose a brokerage or agent. Jordan states that there are five red flags that women should
heed when choosing a Medicare broker and he lists those red flags in the video episode.
"You have to be wary of many things when it comes to Medicare," Jordan states. "For instance, if an
agency or broker begins calling you the second you turn 65, they most likely don't have your best
interest at heart." Jordan says that many agencies or brokerages train their sales agents to begin
calling and to consistently call until they make a sale. He states that these are the types of agencies
that consumers should avoid at all costs and that his company can offer guidance to those who need
assistance in choosing.
You can watch the episode to hear the remaining red flags that are laid out and discussed.
Medicare For Her offers workshops where Jordan speaks with women about choosing Medicare and
Medicare supplements. He states that those interested are welcome to register for any of their
upcoming workshops to gain more information on this crucial topic. Tripp Jordan is considered an
expert in his field and has helped numerous clients to obtain the Medicare coverage and
supplemental coverage they need to ensure total healthcare coverage. Those interested in learning
more about Jordan or his company can visit them on their official website or see their official
Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/medicareforher.
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